Making Small Workstations Feel Big and Inviting

Canvas Vista
Designed by Joey Ruiter

Canvas Vista is a system of desks with a clever design that trims the size of workstations, freeing up space for more people and diverse settings. By using every square inch smartly, it provides compression without compromise. That means you can do more for your people with less space. Vista is a dynamic, personable workstation that complements all products in the Canvas Office Landscape® platform. Designed by Joey Ruiter, Vista helps people feel more comfortable in their own space while giving organizations a condensed, flexible footprint.
Maximize Your Space

Canvas Vista features an elevated power and data chase that lets two-sided storage fit neatly beneath it. That compresses the workstation footprint, so organizations get more out of their office real estate without compromising the experience for the people working there. Freed-up space gives organizations flexibility to add more people. Or, they can supplement main work areas with settings where people can chat about projects with colleagues or work together to solve complex problems.

Delight the Person

Canvas Vista configurations are designed with comfort and privacy in mind. People don’t feel cramped as they work or distracted by a colleague sitting directly across from them. And, they have control of their work experiences with Ubi™ Work Tools, which they can arrange to their liking, and purposeful storage with compartments to stow things close without clutter. People can move inserts into open-frame screens to signal privacy or a readiness to connect with colleagues. These screens, along with T-shaped lights, imply boundaries yet allow open perspectives across the office.
Reveal Your Character

Canvas Vista is dynamic furniture. It’s designed to help organizations bring a vision of their character to life. Designer Joey Ruiter gave Canvas Vista forms that are clean, straightforward, and true to their function. Material choices are concise to promote simplicity in color, while accessories offer surprising variety. Refined details create interest and establish a design language that evolves the workplace aesthetic to one that feels inviting and covetable. From clusters of workstations to freestanding arrangements, Canvas Vista fits both an organization’s culture and the ways its people work.

About Joey Ruiter

“I want to break out from traditional systems furniture,” says designer Joey Ruiter. He did just that with his latest collaboration with Herman Miller: Canvas Vista, part of the Canvas Office Landscape. “[It] provides shared boundaries, open spaces, power and data distribution that isn’t in your face, and makes small footprint offices feel big.”
Options

Chase  A-Leg  Post Leg  Power and Data

Fixed-Height Surface  Peninsula Surface  Café Surface  Sit-to-Stand Table

Shared Storage  Individual Storage  Individual Storage 2"-Base  Suspended Storage

Wrapped Modesty and Open-Frame Screen  Wrapped Privacy and Modesty Screen  Fabric Screen  Laminate Screen

For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.